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; UM-system removes anti-discrimination policy
by Julie Pressman
. of The Current staff

The Student Government Association and the- Lesbian Gay Bi: sexual Students for Change
(LGBSC) are planning to join with
other UM system organizations and
take on central administration be~ cause of the deletion of a specific

non-discriminatory policy.
The policy, listed as an attachment to the student handbook and
advertised in equal opportunity
posters last year, denounced dis- ·
crimination based on sexual orientation. The attachment to the handbook, which was also included at
UM-Columbia, allowed students to
file formal grievances if they felt

they were being discriminated
against because of their sexual orientation. The policy was deleted
this year by UM-System President
George Russell.
"He (Russell) felt that the UMsystem should not go beyond federal and state laws," said Lowe
"Sandy" MacLean vice chancellor
for Student Affairs.

Following Russell's decision,
the office of equal opportunity was
forced to manually white out any
mention of that specific nondis criminatory policy in its posters and
remove them from the handbooks.
Norman Seay, UM-St. Louis Office of Equal Opportunity director,
would not comment on his personal
opinion of Russell 's actions, He said

that it is his job to enforce the wishes
of central administration , He did
say , however, that hi s office would
be wi lling to conduct informal mediation with any student, faculty or
staff member ·who feels they have
been discriminated against and the
person they are accusing of these
ac.tions.
Russell's actions have angered

many students including members
of the LGBSe. The groups treasurer, Nick Chase, feels that the
policy was deleted as a result of the
opposition caused when the more
conservative Rolla cam pus tried to

See POLICY
.
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:tAdministrat·on to
.. carry excesses
· Last SGA meeting dealt with
.~ a variety of important issues
by Michael O'Brian
_ of The Current staff
The last Student Government As• ' sedation meeting produced an assema: blage of shocking developments IfUlg• ing from an official retraction concerning the expected Student Fee excesses
t! to a resolution from President Beth
Titlow to fight the UM-system removing the clause that protected gay and
.: lesbian students from discrimination.
~
At the start of the meeting last
of Tuesday, Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs I..owe " Sandy" MacLean ·-in~
formed
the assembly that the. decision
~
to absorb excess monies from Student
Fee accounts has been changed. He
.. also said that Chancellor Blanche
. , Touhill had not been involved in the
original plans to take these monies.
"ill ailhonesty , the Chancellornevef
saw those budgets," MacLean said,
"They were drafted by Jim Krueger
(Vice Chancellor of Managerial Sup~1 port) and 1."
MacLean also said that the administration will drop the recommended
amounts for increases on these fees , but
• he did not say how much less they
" would be,
"You can thank The Current for
.. this one," MacLean said,
Following MacLean's announce0:
oC ment, the assembly broke into committees. The main issues for the committees were proposed increases in the
Student Activity Fee (money that is
•, allocated to SGA organizations) and
increases in the Student Service Fee
40 (money that pays for capital gains items
~ for SGA organizations),
The fmancecommitteewasgiven a
work sheet, drafted by SGA Comptroller Chris Jones, wh ich showed the relative increases in revenue that could be
'" generated by raising the fees, When the
committees joined the assembly, SGA
'I Treasurer Alicia Friedrichs informed
the assembly that the Finance Commit-

tee had decided to increase the Student
Activity Fee from $1.35 per credit hour
to $1.68 and to increase the Student
Service Fee from 20 cents per credit
hour to 30 cents .
''Those of us who are involved see
the need for the increases," Friedrichs
said,
The motion was put to a vote after
discussion and passed with only two
votes against
The projected amount of revenue
based on 212,000 credit hours charged
from the S tudentActivity Fee would be
$356,7% (an increase of$70,5%). The
Student Service Fee is projected to
niise $63,600 (an increase of $21,2(0).
If all of the proposed increases in Student Fees are accepted by the Chancellor, the Student Activity Fee and the
Student Service Fee would still be the
lowest in amounts per credit hour.
The officer reports included updates on the proposed stop hour and
exclusive beverage contract issues,
Both will be worked on further next
semester. SGA ""ill be looking at proposals for the exclusive beverage contract in February.
On new business, Titlow made a
motion to form an ad hoc committee to
reestablish a clause in the discrimination policy to protect gays and lesbians
from discrimination on campus. Previously the University had such a clause
in effecl According to Titlow, UMsystem President George Russell told
Chancellor Touhill that it was to be
taken out of the policy .
"I think we're going to come up
againstsomeheavy opposition," Titlow
said. "I hope Norman Seay (Director of
Equal Opportuni ty) will join us, but the
Chancellor is the first step,"
The assembly approved a motion
to begin an Equal Opportunity Committee.
The next SGA meeting will be in
January, but the exact date has not been
announced.

brings good will and
cheer to area needy
by Scott Lamar
of The Current st aff

Baskets of food and money were collected under the Holiday
Tree, located In the lobby of UniverSity Center.

The 1 1 th an nua l
Holiday Fest generated
102 baskets of food and
. £307 fo r needy St. Louis
fa milies. The amount of
food collected surpassed
last year's tota l of 96
baskets, However, $400
was brought in last year.
Denny Kiehl, Holiday Fest coordinator,
said that over the past
several years, Lheamount
of money collected has
dropped off. However,
the amount of food contributed has sharply increased,
"The output was excellen t ," Ki e hl said ,
"The baskets were much
larger this year than
last. "
The money and food
collected was sent to
Northside Team Ministry,
where it will be disrributed
to over 100 needy SLLouis
fam ilies,
In addition, 67 students
representing several campus organizations volunteered to greet passers-by
. in the University Center
lobby last Wednesday. Studenl~ walking through the
lobby were encouraged to
add their name and a holiday greeting onto the
Chrisunas tree's garland,
Don M Carty, student services director,

put up the tree with the
help of his Strategies of
Leadership class. By last
Friday, the tree was
heavily decorated with
ornaments representing
individual students and
organizations.
He said that las t year
cardboard boxes were
used to contain thefood,
This year, however, students used laundry baskets and heavy plastic
trash bins, both of which
are a part of the donations.
David Friedrichs, a
vice president of the ac counting club, Beta Alpha Psi, was one of the
volunteers. He said that
he was impressed with
all of the contributions
by the students.
"It is greatto see that
students are still able to
make these sacrifices,"
Friedrichs said. "Generally, students aren't the
most affluen t members
of society ,"
Kiehl said that the
time of year is the main
fac tor for everyone
wanting to volunteer
thei r lime and money,
''The Holiday Spirit
brings out the best in
people," IGehl said, ''They
realize how lucky they are
and want to give something to those who aren't
as lucky, That is why this
. event is so successful,"

Martin steps down from administration
by BUI Ingoldsby
of The Current staff

Amy Tjaden helps decorate our Holiday Tree.

For 15 years, Shirley Martin has been the Dean of
Nursing, Martin will end her service in administration by returning to her first love: teaching,
"It's actually a year later than planned," M...artin
said, "The merger with Bames (School of Nursing)
was too complex and demanding for this to happen
sooner."
This marks Martin's 24th year as a dean. Her first
appoinunentwas to Florida State University in 197L
She became Dean of the School of Nursing at UM-St.
Louis in 1980. Her teaching career began at Washington University in 1961. Returning to teaching is a
very exciting prospect for Martin.
"I don't have the zest I once had. Sometimes I'd
feel angry with people and things, and I never got
angry before." Martin said. "I loved to teach, even as
Dean I taught until about five years ago."
, Recently Martin read a list of ten warning signs
that you should retire/resign from being a dean. TIle
list was compiled by another dean who wanted to
retire, She recognized eight signs from the list that
applied to her. July may be the earliest time for a

replacement to be found,
. facultyfromBamesto resignandmoveon.JanetSipple
The Searrh Committee has begun its nation· was the Dean at Bames Hospital, she carne to UM-St.
wide 5f>..a ~h to fmd a new dean far the Nursing Louis as Assistant Dean. Sipple's tenure here ended in
School. Martin will continue as dean until a replace- July when she became the dean of a university in
ment for her is found. The nursing administration Pennsy Ivania.
is now in the process of moving !C the Faculty
With ·the merger complete, the nursing school has
Building, the nursing school will
soon complete its
move to the Administration Building,
Martin feels
that a new dean
could pick: up
where she left off.
Putting files into
proper order, Martin wants to ensure
a smooth and rapid change when 11 new dean is all their programs in place. M.any decisions (about
located. Chancellor Blanche Touhill has known nw:si!lg) will lake five or six years to be fully impleabout her plans and supportt{) her for over a ye:al', mented, This schooLwill nOl be receive new national
Her move into teaching will insilJ'e that her skills accredidatiOI1 until the year 2000.
remain at UM-St. Louis.
"I really have enjoyed my 15 years here." Martin
The nursing merger caused many staff and said, "There's not ajob in the U.S. I have liked better."
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University loss

,/'

Bob Schmalfeld retires after 14 years
in governing their own organizations.
There have been a n urn ber of tim es
over the last year that I found myself
It is with great sorrow that I dedi- seated at his circular conference table
' cate my last editorial of the semester discussing how I could take care of
to Director of Student Activities, Bob
financial problems The Current has
· Schmalfeld. His retirement on Dec. had. Anytime I have had a problem,
31 will leave a painful void in the Schmalfeld has been willing to listen.
, University administration.
What he gave to me was always
Some people have said ~_ _---,,,,-_ _----, thesame basic message:
, that Schmalfeld was diffiDo what your supposed
cult to get along with. I
to do, and do it by the
never found this to be true.
book. I always knew that
More often, I found that
as long as I played by
those who had bad things
the rules, I would have
, to say about Schmalfeld
nothing to worry about.
"had screwed up something
However, it was always
· or done something wrong
clear tome that if I didn't
in the past. They had been
play by the rules there
forced to take responsibility for their would be trouble. I respect that mesactions, and they blamed Schmalfeld sage, and I respect people who , are
, because he was the dealer of the re- strong enough to say it.
I believe that Schmalfeld wanted
· percussions .
Schmalfeld expressed to me, dur- to stay at this campus long enough to
, ing an interview concerning his re- build a new University Center. If the
tirement, that holding people account- UM-system central administration
able for their actions was one of the had not rejected Chancellor Blanche
most difficult tasks ofleadership. This Touhill' s funding proposition for the
is a principle that has been a guiding facility, I believe Schmalfeld would
force during his 38 years working in be with us next sem ester.
higher education.
Schmalfeld's work with the StuNow the time has come to hold dents for a New U Committee exBob Schmalfeld accountable for his pressed his interest in bringing this
actions.
dream to reality for students. After
He is guilty of putting student orchestrating a referendum that stuinterests at the forefront of policy dents passed by 70 percent, he must
decisions. Restructuring the Student have been extremely frustrated to
Activity Budget Committee has in- hear that the project would not be
creased the number of recognized completed by the expected Fall Sestudent government organizations mester of 1998 and that right now
that receive money from Student there is no telling how long the
Activity Fees and the amounts of delay will be.
money they have received.
The message to Schmalfeld was
Schmalfeld is guilty of making clear: You have done more than your
the UM-St. Louis community stron- fair share. Now it's time for someone
gerthanithaseverbeen.Everymajor else to fight. The time has come for
event that occurs on this campus was you to spend more time with your
started with the help of Schmalfeld grandchildren, and to see the world.
(Holiday Fest, Mirthday and UM-St. Louis won ' tbe the same withExpolosion). Thousands of students out you, but it will continue to go on.
have taken advantage of these posi- The face of the University will change,
live celebrations. Not only has but that is the way things happen.
Schmalfeld been instrumental in
Thank you Bob Schmalfeld for
bringing these types of activities to all you have done for this Uni:versity.
UM-St. Louis, he has also started Walkproud!y out the door of Student
programs on the five other campuses Activities and look anxiously into the
he has worked at during his long, wonderful future ahead of you, but
successful career.
remember you will be missed.
Schmalfeldis guilty of being more
There will be a reception for Bob
thanjustanotheradministratorlostu- Schmalfeld Dec . 13 from 2 to 4 p.m.
dents. He has fostered relationships in the Hawthorne Room of Univerwith former Student Government sity Center.
. Association presidents. He has spent
To everyone returning next sehours with SGA leaders (such as mes ter. Merry Christmas. See you
myself) in conferences assisting them next year on page 2.

by Michael O'Brian
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UM-system discriminating against gays and lesbian~
by Scott Lamar
of The Current staff
A university is a place where great
minds come together. Here, ideas are
researched and developed, that in turn
contribute to the greater
good of society.
Unfortunately, the
UM-system is lagging in
an area that the rest of the
country , and for that matLer the world, is moving
ahead in-the acceptance
of gays, lesbians and bisexuals.
Although many people still view
homosexuals as freaks, the media is
helping to educate individuals that
homosexuality is a fact of life for
some people, perhaps I 0 percent or
more of the population .
Television especially has helped
pave the way of acceptance. In fact,
TV and movies have almost made
being a lesbian cool. Two women
. recently kissed on the Tonight Show
with Jay Leno, which drew cheers
from the crowd. Gay men and women

have also been portrayed in shows
such as Melrose Place and My So
Called Life. The film industry has
helped even more with movies such
as "Priest" and "Threesome."
Liberal colleges and universities
also have made serious
progress in the acceptance of homosexuals.
However, some administrators aren't as openminded as others.
At UM-St. Louis,
the Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual students for
change (LGBSC) and
the Office for Equal Opportunity
(OEO) are pressing for change. Unfortunately, they are facing a tough
fight against the central administration and its president, George Russell.
Russell has not simply been slow
to amend the rules, he has used his
power to halt the addition of a policy
to ban sexual orientation discrimination on this campus.
Norman Seay, OEO director, was
told to remove all non-discriminatory policies from the student hand-

books and OEO posters.
Russell has stated that he will not
take any action unless he is told to do
otherwise by the state or federal government. This action, in effect, leave
homosexuals without any protection
against discrimination. This means
that gays and lesbians are not able to
file grievances if they are denied positions on campus or made the objects of a slur in class based on their
sexual preference.
Similar policies preventing discrimination against race, gender and
the disabled currently exist. There is
no reason why homosexuals shouldn't
receive the same protection.
Russell's decision to remove the
policy lacks a sufficient rationale.
Since none was given by him, it appears that it was done only to make
things harder for homosexuals going
to school in the UM-system.
It is not a case of the Russell
being apathetic, rather it is a case of
him being pathetic. Why else would
he go out of his way to negate all of
the work that the GLBSC and OEO
did? It, is clearly an abuse of his

power and, perhaps, an act in ordei
with his own personal agenda. He:
made a terrible decision and now.:
students should act, if not for the.
issue at hand, then for the principle~
Student power comes solely from
the size of the movement. Studen
can't afford to wait for.their govern-'
ment to take action for them. Therefore, they must generate support. •
LGBSC is smart to seek support on
other campuses such as UM -RoUa, •
which is in the same situation as UM- • •
S1. Louis. If a barrier still exists, then
it is feasible to get support from uni- ,
versities outside of Missouri. I~
would seem that it wouldn't have t6
go that far. On the other hand , theorders that were handed down from' ·
the central admini strati on ma Y:
prove otherwise.
-•
In an era When homosexuality is:
becoming more and more accepted, i~ •
is an embarrassment that such are':
spected institution will not afford such:
a large segment of people the same: . 1
rights that other people in the system:
and the country have, Policies, like:
attitudes, should change with time. :

Smoking no match for air pollution
by Jill Barrett
of The Current staff
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Last month the country celebrated
The Great American Smokeout as
part of an ongoing campaign against
smoking and to alert people to the
dangers of both active and passive
smoke.
The focus on the hazards of passive smoke are a laudable attempt to
educate people to the extent which
smoking pollutes the air and affects
those who don't smoke. Unfortunately, this emphasis on the
individual's right to smoke clouds a
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Campus Minister Chitwood honors University population
My Navajo grandfather once told
me to never judge another without
walking in that person's moccasins.
He told me that it is better to honor
than dishonor. That honoring builds
up while dishonor tears down. I would
like to honor some folks who have
challenged this community by heightening awareness, and others who have
served this community, both making
this a better place.
The Current, for its efforts to keep
all of us informed. Pat Rauscher for
all the hard work on SGA and know-
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request by contacting The Current's advenising office at (314) 516·5 316, ~pace
reservations for advcnisements must be received by 5 p,m . the Wednesdays pnor to
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labeled "Commentary·' or "Column" are the opinion of the individual writer.
All material contained in this issue is the property of The Current, and cannOl be
reproduced or reprinted withoUt the expressed wriuen consent of The CurrenL
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ally nothing is said about the amount
of toxins released into the air by the
factories across the way. While the
Enviromental Protection Agency
does have some say about the environmental safety of the factories, all
too often, the EPA can only assess a
nominal fme for violations. These
fines are often cheaper than the repair
of a defective environmental control
devices.
If you must blame individual
actions, the amount of drivers on
the road is a better place to start
than the amount of smokers in a
restaurant. True, it is extremely dif-

Letters to the editor

The Current welcomes letters to the editor. Letters are
edited for length. Letters must be signed as the editorial
opinion of The Current is that a signed letter carries more
weight with the readers.

To contact The Current
call -(314)..---516-5174
- -- -..fax us at (31~t~16·6811

larger issue and that is air pollution
caused by the poorly monitored factories across the river.
The amount of smog this summer
seemed to be worse than in years
past, and contributed to a increase in
respiratory and sinus difficulties. A
lot of the same problems associated
with passive smoke, but on a citywide scale. I find it hard to believe the
smog was caused by vast number of
rebel smokers.
The public outcry against smoking has become so vehement that
lighting up in a crowd is Sure to elicit
unkind comments at best, but vinu-

.

ing when to say when. Tonya
Hutchinson for shaking our mediocrity and forcing us to look at things
from a different viewpoint. Kevin
Toombs for his vision of campus
unity. Beth Titlow, ClintZ weifel and
Chris Jones for reminding us of the
vision of student government striving to bring excellence. Chancellor
Touhill for her dedication to the students getting the best for their dollar
by battling for the rights and development of this campus, truly a woman
of vision. Bob Schmalfeld for the

many hours of untiring dedication to
student activities.
It is indeed an honor to be a member of this diverse body of people
struggling to make our mark in society. It is at this time of year when we
realize the many people we are thankfu for in this season "of lights and
peace. Let us all strive to honor the
other and be a light of joy and an
instrument of peace.
Dennis Chitwood
Director, Campus Ministries

M ERRY.CHRISTMAS
AND H APPY ·NEW YEAR

...

ficult to get anyw here witho ut ,:
car, but hopefully MetroLink is th(:
beginning of a revi va l of some sor ;
of, public transport system in St:
Louis.
Yes, passive smoke does contrib:
ute to health complications, but w,: ·
can't ignore the other c~ntributin! ! ·
factors. If we, as a population, coul, :
become as irate aQout the other majo :
causes of air pollution, then manyb :
we do have a chance of cleaning th :
air and saving our health. The smok •
ers shouldn't get all the blame. The :
have enough problems, what with a ..
that hacking and wheezing.
.

Correction
In Michael O'Brian's story
"Cash advance questioned" (lssue 840) Information provided
by Jason Peery from University Program Board was used
to present a list of students who
attended a conference.
One student listed, Mary
Mensinger writes "I did not attend the conference. I did not
plan to attend, nor did I receive
University funds."

:~
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aduess
Leave your keys and the crowds behind to
explore the unique shopping experiences
offered at a few of the stops along
MetroLink's path through St. Louis.
by JIll Barrett
of The Current staff
Holiday shopping is one tradition many of us would gladly skip. The stress of mall shopping added
to the stress of finals is a possible trigger to psychosis. Parking alone is enough to make the most stable
people go completely over the brink:. So what is the alternative? Shopping along the MetroLink.
The MetroLink stops often have interesting little shops within walking distance. The crowds
are fewer, parking is not a problem, and the gifts are just as expensive as those at the mall stores.
Also, the stores offer a more diverse selection of gifts that cannot be found in malls.
Three stops in particular have a bonanza of intriguing stores: the Delmar Station, the Central
West End, and Union Station. (Note: Although Union Station is a mall, it has two advantages over
other malls: no parking hassles and several stores other malls do not have). Most importantly,
these stores have a wealth of gifts for $15 and W1der.

DELMAR STATION:

Allison M. Stuart checks out some of
th,e .specialty pr~uctS' available at
A&M Tea and Coffee In the U. City l.oop.

The ~ainforest Company:
Sells products made from rain
forest resources. This is part of
an ongoing effort keep the rain
forest profitable without exploiting exhaustible resources.
Rainforest Crunch, sauces made
from guava, wooden sculptures
and masks, change purse, and
books and tapes about the region
are available. Most unusual gift:
a paper clock.
NiejaBend: Jewelry, oil lamps
and adhesive wall stickers in Celtic
design are available here.
A&M Tea and Coffee: Gourmet teas and coffee with imported
cookies and candy. Gift boxes
available.
Brandt's: A selection of wines
and micro-brewed beers.
Progressive Emporium:
Kwanzaa candles, incense,
books and tapes. Currently has
special discounts for selected
items..

Photo: Monica Senecal

Nleja Bend, located In the recently renovated storefronts along Delmar In
the Loop, Is full of unique. gift-giving Items for the difficult to please.

CENTRAL WEST END:
MacroSun Imports: Gifts from Southeast Asia and India. Incense and posters representing
Islamic, Buddhist and Hindu art. Perfume oils from India in small decorated tins, handmade
paper and cards.
Global Imports: Gifts from China and Africa as well as from Southeast Asia. Wooden animal
sculptures, glass perfume bottles and Egyptian figurines. Jewelry is less expensive here than at
MacroS un.
Makes Scents: Sells scented bath accessories and body lotions. Many gift boxes available.
Also sells Color Therapies to add to your bath.
Art Attack: A small art gallery that sells a variety of cards from SL Louis artists in the gift shop.

UNION STATION:
Sports Fanatic: Sells paraphernalia related to sports teams.
Hologram Store: Sells hologram pendants and mobiles. Also sells matted and W1matted
hologram prints.
Missouri Trader: Gifts with a St. Louis or Missouri theme.
The Beatles Cart: A pushcart in the walkways sells Beatles cassette tapes, video tapes and
books. Also sells Beatles buttons and a bumper sticker that reads, ''I'm still pissed at Yoko."
Of course, this is only a partial list of the shopping along the MetroLink. Metrolink shopping~
also has its disadvantages-the weather for one. Lugging your purchases to the Link stations is '
another. For an unusual gift, though , MetroLink stores are convenient.

Dan Nolte: story of strength and struggle
by Julie Pressman
of The Current staff
Meet Daniel Nolte. A normal UMStLouis student with a few holes in his
head.
Yes you read correctly, holes. You
see, when many of us were enjoying
our final semester of high school,Nolte
was fighting for his life because of a
rare brain tumor.
Nolte, a 20-year-old nursing student from Springfield, Mo., was completing his studies at Springfield Catholic High School, when he began experiencing severe headaches and nausea.
His doctors diagnOsed him with
mononucleosis and he was crushed
because he "wouldn't be able to kiss
for a while."
"Pretty much all my life was about,
before I learned I had cancer was living
one weekend to the next," Nolte said.
After eight weeks of severe sickness, a few days after Christmas, his
symptoms magically subsided. He
thought that he was finally well. He
went back to the business of being a
high school senior. He completed his
fall semester and began dating a girl
named Jessica Hartman.
Unfortunately his release was short-

lived, and the symptoms returned. This
timetheywere moch too intense toignore.
His doctoc, J.e. Presley, was OOffled and
admitted rum to a Springfield bospitalfor
tests. After three days of learning little
aOOut the cause of Nolte's illness, the
hospital performed a CATscan. The scan
revealed Nolte's worst nightmare, he had
a walnut sized tumor orrthe p~ gland
in his brain.
"That very night I
thought I was going to die
within thenextmonthorso,"
Nolte said. "I thought my
life was over."
The night of his diagnosis, a neWDsurgeon relieved
some of the intense pressure
on his brain by placing a
"shW1t" inside of his skull.
He was later taken to St
Louis children's Hospital
where a surgeon removed 85
percent of his tumor.
Inunedia1elyfollowingsurgery ,Nolte
was alert and upbeat, so much so that he
was moved from intensive care only to
J.ap;;e into unconciousness later in the
everung due to a blood clot He was
immediately taken for emergency surgery. Following this particular surgery, he
was left in a nearly vegetative state. Ten

additional surgeries and countle&<: rndiation and chemotherapy treatments Iarer,
Nolte has recovered almost of all of his
mental and physical fuoctioning ~dheis
in complete remission.
He credits his survival to his excellent doctors and the prayers of his
friends and family. His mother and
father were constantly at his side. His

be nice to everyone," Nolte said. "But I
never realized how many friends I had
until I got sick."
Fortunately, Nolte's family had revera! forms of health insuraoce, that IXrid
virtuall y all of the $500,(XX) in bills for his
six months of OOspitalization.
Nolte now has a 90 percent chance
of never seeing another new cancer cell

"Whenever Nick came home from
the hospital he would call me," Nolte
said. "There would always be constant
laughter coming from his end of the
phone because my nurses and doclDIS
kept telling him all these funny horror
stories about me. He died June 7, 1995."
After a special graduation ceremony in January 1995, Nolte began
taking classes at Southwest Missouri

State.

friends including his girlfriend made
frequent treks from Springfield to beat
his bedside. His school and the his
work, The Bombay Bicycle Club, both
held fundraisers to help his family
defray costs.
"I may have been with the 'in
crowd,' but I considered everyone my
friend because my paren ts raised me to

in his brain. But he has not forgotten

those who face the same odds Nolte
faced less than two years ago. He now
works with the American Cancer Society and gi ves speeches to various groups.
He also helps children with cancer. He
remembers one 14-year-old boy he became close fri ends with through the
Cancer Society who didn't make it

AfterleamingoftheUM-SlLouis
merger with Bames School ofNursing, he junlped at the chance to take
his clinicals at the very hospital he
credits with saving his life. Nolte wants
to become a nurse for children with
cancer, because of the impact the
nurses at Childrens' had on him.
"Everyone at Seven East (the
Childrens' HospitalWanl where Nolte
recovered) is partof my family ,"Nolte
said.
Currently Nol te lives in the Honors College Residence Hall and is a
pledge to Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
He said he couldn't ask for anything
more in a school.
"I love everything about this
school, the nursing program, my fraternity, my classes and especially the
people," Nolte said.
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FIL NI ~~zlZ
MJllIilliiBiJilIWHITE MAN'S BURDEN
by Monica Senecal
'of The Current staff

Director and screenwriter Desmond
,Nakano proves that a movie can be
both mind-numbing and thought-provoking at· the same time. Nakano's
latest feature film, "White Man's Burden" is a stimulating "what if' tale that
looks at a world where the racial roles
of power, as we now know them, have
been reversed.
The story revolves around a poor
whiteman named Louis Pinnock (lohn
.Travolta), who is a good family man
with a wife and two kids. Pinnock is
also a devoted employee at the candy

places. It's an interesting viewpoint,
but it is so artificial that an audience
can not fully buy into the story.
Some things just can 't be pulled off
in a movie, no matter how cutting-edge
the film is. A producer can not just take
away an audience's racial baggage
when they enter the theater. Therefore,
the audience already has established
prejudices and beliefs when the movie
begins and they will affect their interpretation of the film .
The little reversed stereotypical
things in the movie like a white lawn
jockey in the yard of a wealthy black
family or a white street kid with a net
on his head were somewhat amusing,

John Travolta and Harry Belafonte star in White Man's Burden.

factory where he works until one day
when he un wittingly displeases a prestigious wealthy black man named
Thaddeus Thomas (Harry Belafonte).
In one swift blow Pinnock loses his job
because of Thomas and consequently
loses his livelih<XXL his home and the
thing he holds most dear-his family.
Desperate and afraid, Pinnock undertakes drastic measures to right the
wrongs that he has suffered.
The plot is very intriguing, and the
audience is definitely moved by
Pinnock's plight However, the whole
concept of reversing racial roles is acOJally hindersome to the plot in some

but they can be a bit disturbing.
Speaking of disturbing, the most
unsettling of all the images portrayed
in "White Man's Burden" was the
way that the African-American history was totally disposed of. Of
course, it almost has to be for the
story to work completely. Nonetheless, it breaks the audience's attention away from the main point for a
moment and therefore detracts from
the audience's interpretation of the
film. Those inconsistencies with the
"norm" make the movie uncomfortable to watch, because the audience
does not know why the white people

are oppressed and the black people
are so well off; they must just accept
the way it is and go from there.
On the whole, the movie was an
exciting tluillerwell worth-seeing, and
John Travolta gives an impacting per-

formance, as usual. It's very hard to
believe that this is the same man who
was groovin' in the white polyester suit
a mere 20 years ago in "Saturday Night
Fever." He made his charact.erin "White
Man's Burden" as believable as pos-

sible and added a characteristic Travolta
edge to the film.
Most audiences will leave the theatera little dazed from the impact of the
movie, and they will most likely have
some stimulating discussions about race

and oppression on the ride home.
Yes, even the folks who ride home
alone are going to be talking out
loud about this one.
Movie-goers beware; this movie
will make you think.

over 80 UMSL artists submitted nearly 500 pieces
of poetry and short fiction and close to 60
pieces of fine art and photography to

•

From those works they·selected 54 pieces from 42 artists to appear in their
present issue An Archer's Dream.Whose work is gonna grace the pages this
year? There's really no tellin'. One things for sure though,

IT WON'T BE YOURS IF YOU DON'T SUBMIT IT.
Limit to 10 poems, no more
than 1 poem per page, no line limit

Li mit to 5 works, no more than
20 typed, double-spaced pages each
Limit to 10 pieces.
Must be reproducible

ALL WRITIEN WORKS must be typed and include a cover sheet with the author's
name, address, phone number, student 10 -number (or other UMSL position held),
and major/department. This information should appear only on -the cover sheet. Submit
the manuscript with the cover sheet stapled on top to the submissions box in the
English department lobby, 494 Lucas Hall. Submissions without proper identification
will not be considered. _No manuscripts will be returned. For more information call
Mark Stratton for poetry at 516-7534 and Brian Jenkins for fiction at 988-3678.
ALL ART ENTRIES should be handled directly through the Art Acquisitions/Selections Editor, Cynthia Webber, at 878-7590. Final publication of all pieces will be in
black and white halftones and scaled to meet page size requirements. Works selected may be displayed at the LitMag reception in the Spring. All artwork will be
returned.
.
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story and photos by Monica Senecal of The Current staff
The J .C. Penney building was gloriously transformed into a lush
Renaissance manor this past weekend for the annual Madrigal Feast.
This year's feast was directed and planned by Dr. Kathryn Haggans of
the music department. Dr. Haggans has been planning the event since last
spring, and the singers have been practicing all semester.
.
Each year the students who have auditioned and been selected for the ·
class, entertain the men, women and the few children who come to the feast.
. "The madrigal ensemble is typical of a lot of the programming that goes on in
the music department," said Deb Wyatt, one of the performers in the madrigal. "It is
excellent advertisement of the University and all of the rich benefits we have here. It's
one of the many ways that we can interact with the community."
This year's feast was enjoyed by 600 people who paid to enjoy the splendor of the evening. Upon
entering the transformed lobby of the J.c. Penney building, guests were greeted by the friendly jester, who
encouraged the ladies and gentleman to exchange their coats at the sign in desk for a festive red Christmas
ornament to hang on the large pine tree in the center of the foyer. Once all the guests had arrived, the players were
introduced, and they toasted each other with wassail around the Christmas tree.
The voices of the performers combined
with their authentic-looking 16th century garb,
designed by Carole Splater,lent an enchanting ambiance to the J.C. Penney building.
After the welcome, the Lord of the manor, Lord Berkley (Eric Henson) invited his guests to move towards
the great hall for the feast. A little candlelight and festive decoration turned the rather ordinary'Summit Lounge
into a banquet hall fit for the sumptuously costumed performers .
The guests were seated and informed of the rules of etiquette and then the gentlemen escorted the amusing and
somewhat annoying jester out of the hall and brought in the ceremonial boar's head.
Next, a delicious feast provided by the University's caterer, Aramark, was laid before each guest. The far~
included delicacies such as spiced squash bisque, cornish hens with cranberry-orange glaze, and gingered pear
bread flambe'.
finally, after the meal, the well-fed guests sat back to enjoy an enchanting concert of 16th century music.
All the songs, with the exception of a few solos accompanied by the harpsichord, were performed by the
ensemble a cappella. The music ranged from the traditional Christmas carols like "God Rest You Merry:
.
Gentlemen" to more comic pieces like Eric Henson's solo "Tobacco is a Wicked Weed."
"The most difficult part was learning the music and getting everything memorized," said Eric Drennen,
president of the madrigal ensemble. "We rehearsed twice a week and that's not a lot of time for the amount of
music we had to learn."
After the performance, the guests left with smiles and laughter, ready to begin the holiday season.
"This is the way I start off the holiday season," said Dr. Martha Henry, assistant professor in scienc ~
education. "After I come to this I can put on my holiday music and really get into the spirit because the seasoV
has begun."
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_DEA,DLINE TO STAY OUT OF DIRECTORY
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Campus Connections, the UM-St. Louis student directory
will be released early in the Spring Semester.
Students who failed to mark the box to hold their information
during registration and do not want to be listed in the
directory must call The Current at 516-5174 and leave their
name, telephone number and student numberon our voice
mail by Friday, Dec. 8, 1995.

.

CASHIERS, COOKS
AND DRIVERS
IMO'S Pizza
129 North Oaks Plaza

389 - 1122 .

The Office of Equal
Opportunity (OEO) wishes YOU

A HAPPY HOLIDAY

";.

I :.

..

I•

Ralph Anderson Deborah Burris

Kim Nguyen

~l

•

••

•

·

Janice Harris

Norman R, Seay

Finita Bryant

Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (U nless you have an uncanny .
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A/ ReVIve
with Vivarin ®. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups _~~~o!f~_~.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.~jgl~}Ji ' ;
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~"'Sm'thK.Jm."'.ch~m
~Consume' Hea1thcare

Use only as directed.
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Revive with

Vivarin~

AND A REWARDING
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CLASSIFIEDS

"HELP WANTED" creative-enter·
prising swdents or campus organiza·
tions to distribute flyers for adventure
travel and spring break programs. Free
Trips -Great Commission and Experience·BEACH OR ADVENTURE
ECO· TREKS in Belize· Cancun·J amaica-Hawaii . Call Kirk-Student Adventure Travel 1-800-328-7513.

HELP WANTED
TRA VEL ABRO AD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For information call: (206) 632-1146
ext J57462

•••••••••••••••

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -Student~ Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn
up to S3,000-$6,ooO+per month.
Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)545-4155 ext. A5746 1.

·,lS·
CiLii ·Nt.,is·':.iil mllJIIS".
......imB:'~'
...... ..............................

BIAK
~-

• PER PERSOH QEPENOII«i ~ riSnHAi

San Jose

$239

M a drtd

$295

TokYO

$450

Taipei

$425

•••••••••••••••

$$$ NEED CASH? $$$
Payoff those Christmas Bills!! Nu·
merous .\Xlsitions opening soon: clerical and data entry. Various shiftsCompetitive wages. 2 locations avail·
able. Call HR Management Services at
731·2277!!!
.

•••••••••••••••
Help Wanted Keeping Students

• • • ••••• •• • •• • •

Holiday Season Openings for
Cashiers at Our 7 Locations!
Creve Coeur Camera & Video
567-3456·700 N. New Ballas Rd . •
Creve Coeur, MO
20-40 Hours Weekly
Hours Negotiable
$6.00 an hour, No experience Ne.cessary (training provided)
Have Fun and Earn Holiday Cash!

Awake For Class.
Run the Koffee Klatch for easy cash.
Get Paid! 2-4 evenings per week. Call
516-5175 or 516-5162 for info.

•••••••••••••••

The Ctment is accepting applications
for Business Associate. This is a paid
position. No experience necessary;
however , business background is a
plus . Call 516-5183 for more info.

100's of Unique and
UouSl.Iat Glft Ideas!

1-800-2-COUNCIL

i BREAJI; OArtS Il UiGTH ri sr~y.

A New Tradition Begins ..

ltalUoJl...av lor a fREE

Dil SURf . ViII TO ijlillliii SIT"I AT;

UM-St. Louis Tree Lighting Ceremony

SlUdenlllBUelsmagazinel

FROM

FROM

$99

$399

Monday, December 4th
4:30PM
Founder's Circle
Refreshments, Merriment
Please join us as we welcome the
holiday season!
Administrative Services

Per Person
Including Air

Per Person

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES
I N CORPO R ATED

Unsurpassed Expertise

Laser Printer Repair
& Preventive Maintenance

American Heart

Responsive to Your Needs

~

349-6600

Association<M~

Post Warranty: HP·Apple·QMS·Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

Earn $500-$1 (XX) weekly stuf5ng-envelopes. For details-Rush $1.00 with
SASE to: Group Five· 57 Greentree
Dr., Suite 307· Dover, DE 19901

SERVICES

Very Rare 1933 Harley Davidson VLE
in original condition complete with
sidecar. Lowest production year in
company history as told in company's \
book:, The Legend Begins. Bike runs,
but needs complete rebuild. $15,000/
finn. Mike (314) 434-4325.

.............. .,

• ••••••••••••••
1987 Mitsubisbi Precis

•••• •• ••••••••••

DECIDING TO SINGLE PARENT? . What seems right today, may
hurt you and your child tomorrow.
Today's adoption choices may pleasantly surprise you. Why not call (314)
644-3535 before you decide to go it
alone? WORLD WIDE WEB: http:/
/www.betbany.org/ and Internet
email: info@ bethany.org

WANTED!!
Individuals, Student Organizations
and Small Groups to Promote SPRING
BREAK '96. Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIP . CALL THE NATION'S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS http://www.icptcom 1-800327-6013.

98,xxx miles, 4-speed, power break,
power steering, new tires. Runs great
Graduating and moving; must sell:
$975 or best offer. Call or leave message at 524-3485.

• ••••••••••••••

wpere are you flving next semester? .
Ferguson Station Luxury Apartments
just 2 miles from UMSL. Full appli-·
ances, studio, 1&2 bedroom apart-~
menlS from $325. Pope Ern Rea1tors.,
Call 521-6666

................

Are you sick of boring campus life

921-4839.

'

••••••••••••••• •
Comics for Sale Over 30 Differenr

Titles· 89 Mustang, 5.0 GT 9x,xxx:
miles, all .\Xlwer loaded, pull out stereo: •
$8,200/finn • 87 Honda VFR 700
Interceptor 4 into 1 Yoshimura original exhaust, 2 helmets, and back: t:iie.
also inc1uded:$3,OCO/firm. Call Leslie
at 645-7992.

•••••••••••••••

The Current is in need of writers for all
sections. Call 516-5174 for info.
Practicum Credit Available.

Heat included r 1bedroom,2 room
efficiency, new
appliances, new carpet,
some furnished . 6
months or 1 year lease:
$270-$295 or a 2
bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315-$365.

Don't Procrastinate!
NOW is the time to
guarantee the lowest
rates and best hotel
selection for Spring
Break '96. After Jan 1st,
our prices will increase
and hotel choices will be
limited. Leisure Tours
has complete packages
to South Padre Island,
Cancun, and
Mardi Gras. ,-----.. . .
For FREE info.
1-800-838-8311.

*Spring Break 96~

B irtllright ~,,__. _.."'.

South Padre - Daytona
Panama City From $99
7 Night Stay!

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.

Cancun - Jamaica From $419
Includes 7 Night Stay & Air!

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDI ATE practical as's istance

• ALL services FREE and confidential
Help Is Nearby',
Br.ntwo Dd __ ___ 962-5300
Ballwin _ __ ____ 227-226&
Bride.lon . _ . .. 227-8716

St. Chari •• _ . . . 724 - 1200
SDuth Cit, _ .. _ . 962-3&53
MidtDwn. __ . . . 94.&-4900

We Care.

.Call Today

Winter Break 96

(314) 230-8757
(800) 819-8687

Ski Colorado January 2-15
* 2,3,4,5,6 or 7 Nights
From Only $158

Open 7 Days a Week

Spring Break Prices Increase S30 December 15. Book Early and Save SSS!
Reserve Your Space Today Before They Sell Out!
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following criteria in order to qualify for this position:
-Professional business appearance & personality
-Outgoing
-Excellent communication skills
-Reliable
•Dependable transportation
-Available on weekends
Pay is $9.66/ hr. + travel expenses,.if applicable.
Hours and distance may vary for each promotion.
This is an excellent opportunity to build your resume
and to meet financial obligations, without taking time
away from your school week.
If interested in learning more abOut J&L Marketing,
call Stacia Bradley, Referral Relations Coordinator,M-F
9AM-5PM eastern time, at 1-800-385-9137

'Tens of
tfiousands of people
will need blood durin9
tfie fiolidnys.
Still wonderin9
wfiat to 9ive?

+

American Red Cross

I

.

'"

x.;. x ,

~_.~t.

,

at:

,',

.4:.

__ ___

,

UMSL? Check out Delta Zeta Soror-.
ity. Call Jan at 427-0456 or Amy at,

>< 'X ~~~. ~X· * * -* :+: * * 'X .%..;.* :f: :.f: ·:f.. :;I< ;;~ * :+: ::::: .%..:)1< * .x. x;' x
START IMMEDIATELY$$
COME CHECK OUT OUR IGLOOS AND
SAVE COLD CASH ON NOVEMBER
J&L Marketing, a natio~al marketing company, is
looking for SPOKES MODELS to work weekend
*
.<Jr.
MOVE-INS!
promotions in St. Louis. Candidates must meet the

::;::

J
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© 1995. Ame rican Heart Association

•Walking distance to all
classes
·Student activities and
programming
·Limited access gates
•Furnished units available
·Pool, jacuzzi and
clubhouse
·On site laundry facilities

I

Apartment:
from $270

381-8797

(AFTER HOURS: 1-80 .... 550- 4100)

*

..

1983 Toyota Corolla
Two door - Automatic. Reconditioned
en~e, new battery an~ radiator. Very ~
reliable. Must sell; gomg over seas. .
$1000 or best offer.
'
Day calls only: 516-5542

For SaJe - Paddock Forest
Distinctive 4 br - 2 bath traditional
ranch brick and frame • 2 car oversize
garage· updated kitchen· cook: top 95
• dishwasher 93 • NC 95 • roof 91 •
water heater 95· patio 94 • $104,982.
Call Cory at 414-COR Y for info on
tour - 11 miles to campus.

7744 Springdale
Normandy

Trust your heart: The American Heart Association.
Since 1924 we've sponsored lifesaving education
programs and funded more than $1.2 billion in
research. Other organizations may copy us, but
they can't hold a candle to our heart and torch.
To learn more, call 1·800-AHA-USA 1.

This space provided as a public se rvice.

•••••••••••••••
Extra Income for '95

Bermuda
Heights

DON'fGIVE
MO
TO
GERS

For SaJe: 1988 Ford Tempo
Excellent condition; very reliable;
great for school Qr work. Newer brakes
and exhaust; no dents or rust AM/FM;
AC;5 speed; l00+miles,$l,900orbest
offer. Day: 777·5439; night 281-2468

•••••••••••••••
FOR SALE

Looking for money-motivated cre·
ative self-starters. Call for ap.\Xlint.
ment 344-3118.

• ••••••••••••••

£1-800-226-86241

T OLL ~If I"'~~.TIO'" Il. I1"IfSIi~.TIO"'S

••••••••••••••••
HOLIDAY DOLLARS

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 billion in private sector grants
& scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent's income. Let
us help. Call Student Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext F57462

CJE!I CoI.IDdJ .. ~ ~ ~.

1~S QQ~Sll"'CII·4S'E

College Students
Want to earn extra money over Christmas break? $1500-2500 monthly p0tential. Call 770-9282 extension 11.

•••••••••••••••

ti.niifijllTravel ~

, ·",1 .'

~

$ 215

• •• • • • •• • ••••• •

CRlJ1SE SHIPS NOW HIRING·
Earn up toS2,{XX}+fmonth working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tourcompanies .
World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean, eet.). Seasonal and fulltime employment available. No experience necessary. For more infonnation call 1·206-634-0468 ext.
C547461

C4f/ todor
fw to
_
_ dWIdC
_
/::.,
"'bltet
eM",'
ondiOl_
lI'Ian.bI1lty.

STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
, ' ],1 I!
~jFi

'1"

$289

Earn as much a~yourta1ents will allow .
Work your own hours, be your own
boss. 20% commission on all new
business you bring into this growing
computer consulting company. Large
commission checks possible. Monthly
bonuses . Call Dianna between 8-5,
Mon. through Fri. 454-6688.

$.5,000-$8000 Monthly
Working distributing our Product Bro·
chures. Get Paid-We Supply Brochures. FIT or PIT. For FREE info
Write: Directof'Coney Island Ave.,
Ste. 427·Brooklyn, NY 11230.

F"'~'r'~an~:",t!.,~~~~

PANAMA CITY BIiiACH
DAYTONA BEACH

I :I! 5

Pans
London

SALES

HELPWANmo

Ads in the Classifieds make $cents$!!! Classifieds are FREE to students,
faculty and staff. You must include your name and university ill # for the
ad to run. Call Deana at 516-5175 to place your ad TODAY!!!
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Rivermen gjftwrap
game for Quincy
by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff
Quincy 90
UM-St. Louis 76

Photo : Shelley Satke

Freshman Guard Jeremy Wright tries to stop a Quincy guard from driving to
the hoop. The Rlvennen lost to Quincy, rank ed 25th In the NCAA Division II.

The UM-SL Louis Rivermen basketball team tipped off Saturday night
against Quincy with hopes of victory, but fell short by 14. Quincy is
ranked 25th in Division II men's basketball.
Starting for Head Coach Rich
Meckfessel were Eric Bickel,Rodney
Hawthorne, Mark Lash, Lawndale '
Thomas, and Kevin Tuckson.
The Rivermen played decently
and at the half trailed by only seven,
49-42.
The Rivermen hit 14 out of 30
field goals, three of twelve threepointers, and shot 11 for 16 at the foul
line in the first half.
Jeremy Wright hit both one from
the field and one from the line for
three points on the night.
"Jeremy got things rolling for us
to increase the level of intensity, but
we never got ahead," Bickel said.
Tuckson ran UM-St. Louis' score
up by three and rebounded seven, six
of which were in the Rivermen 's end.
"Kevin played with a great deal
of aggressiveness and confidence in
Europe and if he continues to do that,
it will really help his game ,"
Meckfessel said.
The Rivermen threatened with 11
minutes left in the match when they
came within threeat66-63, but would
never gel any closer to Quincy.
The game ended 90-76, with the
Rivermen being out-scored 41-34 in
the second half.
Bickel lead the scoring with a
career-high 27 points on the night.
Bickel nailed nine of both 14 field
goals and 13 free-throw auempts.
Bickel also rebo,llnded ten.
Hawthome dropped 7 of 16 shots

in the basket for two points, and had
one 3-pointer. Hawthorne was 100
percent at the free-throw line, assisted four and rebounded eight.
Lash had seven points and six
rebounds in thirty minutes of play.
"Mark is the type of player who
solidifies ourteam," Meckfessel said.
"He needs to be more confident
in his shot, but he does so many other
things that help the team," Meckfessel
said.
Brandon Klaus, a graduate of
DeSoto, hit three two-pointers, two
3-pointers, and shot two-for-two at
the line. He defensively rebounded
four balls and assisted on four. Todd
Miller, also from DeSoto, added three
to the scoreboard.
"Our defense lacked intensity in
the first half, and there were chances
for us to win," Bickel said. "We could
have hung with them, but our rebounds and outside shooting hurt us
the most."
Shooting percentages proved to
be the difference throughout the contest Saturday night. Quincy hit 32 of
61 shots from the field (52.5 percent),
including nine of 23 from 3-point
range (39.1 percent). The Rivermen,
unfortunately, made just 26 of 68
shots from the floor and a mere 5 of
29 three-pointers.
"I think we've got good shooters
on this team, but we're not hitting our
shots from behind the 3 point line,"
Meckfessel said.
Thomas, who had a career high 9
rebounds last time the Rivermen faced
Quincy, shot 1-8 from the floor and
had four assists.
Dave Redd y sunk a field goal and
rebounded two in six minutes of play.
The Ri vermen had foul trouble in
the contest, and as a result Thomas
and Miller both fouled out.
The Rivermen's next home game
is Wednesday night at7:30p.m., when
they host Harris-Stowe College.

Simon i jured while driving on 1-70
by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff
Riverwomen basketball forward Denise
Simon was involved is
a two-car accident and
will miss five to six
weeks.
The accident occurred Nov. 25 after a
game in Warrensburg,
Missouri, the home of
Central
Missouri
State.
Simon was heading home on Interstate
70 when a truck at-

tempted to pass her car. The truck's
right rear wheel struck Simon's left
fender sending her car flying. The
car rolled over,
leaving Simon with
three broken fingers
and a broken nose
"If you saw the
car ... she' s lucky
she's not dead,"
said Ri verwomen
. Head Coach Jim
Coen. "I think basketball is pretty
minute when you
consider your about
Denise Simon an inch away from
death.

"I think were very fortunate that
she will be playing again. We are
very thankful no one was hurt other
than the car."
According to Simon's mother
Sharron, she will not play competitive basketball for at least four
weeks.
"She will be able to shoot with
one arm soon," Sharron said . "She
tries to keep up with the team. This
morning, she just had to check the
paper for the box
score from last
nights
game
against Arkansas
State. She will
probably start go-

ing to practice this week. Hopefully
she will be back playing soon."
Though the situation may be bad
for Simon, her mother still is looking
at it from another aspect.
"We keep teUing-her it could have
been a lot worst," she said.
Simon was having a fine freshman season. She was leading the
Riverwomen with a average of 8.0
rebounds per game. She was also
averaging 3.8 points per game.

"She is probably our most impressive player," Coen said. "She is
without question our best rebounder.
Probably through effort and desire,
she is our best defender."
According to Coen the earliest
Simon would retllm to action in a game
against Lindenwood on Dec. 29.
"She just such a good athlete,"
Coen said. "It hurts to lose your leading rebounder, and she's not even a
starter."

Riverwolllen sleigh Fontbonne
Hoopsters beat 'bonners 90-54, Coach eoen not happy with performance
the future, but it hurts you to play five freshman . Freshman make a lot of mistakes. It's
great to have a few games like this where the
The UM-St. Louis Riverwomen basket- younger players can get a lot of time."
The Riverwomen freshman have played
ball team defeated Fontbonne in the first meetwell this season. Krystal Logan is averaging
ing between the two schools.
The Riverwomenjumped to a quick 38-19 12.8 points per game. Logan is second on the
lead and never looked back,.They won the team in scoring. Sarrah Carrier is averaging
8.6 points per game.
game 90-54.
"It is great to have players to go to," Coen
Riverwomen Head Coach Jim Coen still
said. "But, we had 10 people, then Denise
wasn't happy with the end result.
"I don't think we played real well," Coen Simon got hurt and if we lose Pawlek were
said. "A win is a win, but I don't think we did down to eight. It's still betterthan last year, but
not head and shoulders over last year. "
a good job on the boards ."
Denise Simon will be out with an injury for
The Riverwomen were out rebounded 59
three to four weeks as a result of being in a car
to 50 by Fontbonne.
"We're bigger and we took more shots," accident. She was the leading the team in
Coen said. "They should not have out re- rebounds with a average of 8 per game.
"That would have been a huge difference havbounded us. We feel good' that we only turned
ing
Denise available," Coen said. "To lose your
the ball over 14 times."
leading
rebounder who is not even a starter, it
Krystal Logan led the Riverwomen with
12 rebounds. Becky Pawlak and D.L Martin hurts."
Pawlek the Riverwomen center has fared
each had nine rebounds .
Scoring wasn't a problem for the River- well in her freshman season, she is averaging
women. Five Riverwomen players had 10 or 5.8 points per game. She is also averaging 3.4
more points in the game. Krystal Logan led rebounds per game. Coen said that she may
have her arm operated on.
the attack with 18 points
With all the injuries Coen said the team
"It's nice winning a game, but this is a game
"try to survive. We'll play with more
will
we knew we were going to win," Coen said.
guards
."
'There are a few games we know we are going to
The
returning players D J. Martin and Nichole
win."
In the game, the Riverwomen had a rota- Christ have fared well also. Christ leads the team in
tion in which eight players played 10 or more scoring with a average of 13 points per game. She'
minutes. Charlee Dixon and Becky Pawlak also has a rebounding average of 5.0 per game.
Martin is averaging lOA points per game.
led the team with 26 minutes each.
TheRiverwomen play their next home game
"There were several times when there were
five freshmen on the court," Coen said.·"That's tonight (Dec. 4) against Harris-Stowe at 7 p.m.

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

l

I

Kyrstal Logan falls back attempting to shoot over a
Fontbonne opponent. Logan finished with 18 pointsforthe game.
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Rivermen fall in rematch w ith Mizzou Tiger
by ErIc Thomas
of The Current staff
UM-Columbla 3
UM-St. LouIs 1

on-4 advantage, but with 9: 11 left
in the second period, Mizzou scored
a short-handed, two-on-Mackie
break away goal.
"No one passed the puck and we
all played like individuals, "not a
team," LeCour said.
After a brief intermission, the
third period began with the Rivermen trailing UM-Colombia by one.
With 9;45 left in the game,
Mizzou scored yet another shorthanded goal " With the rest of the
team planning on the player with
the puck to shoot it in around the
boards, the defense pinched-in.
With one poke-check, Mizzou took
possession of the puck, blasted
down to Mackie with nothing but
ice in between them, shot and
scored. Mackie had no prayer of
rejecting the shot.
"We really played like shit tonight," Hom said. "Ian deserved a
win. We gave Ian no defense and
went down a level of play."
With 8:46 r;emaining in regulation, coach Ghoulson slid out on the
ice and made his way to the net for
a conference with Mackie. After a
brief stoppage in play, Ghoulson
hit the bench and Mackie stayed in
the game.
Mizzou managed to score one
more time with 2:36 left in the
five-minute major issued to
Herwick for slashing at 8 :09 .
Herwick gave a Mizzou forward a
two-handed chop across the thigh,
breaking the stick into pieces.
Behavior of this kind merits an
immediate ejection, which is exactly what Herwick got, but not
before throw ing a few punches .
Strickland decided that he'd had
enough and with 3:09 left, dropped
the gloJo'es to muck it up with a
Mizzou skater. Both were ejected.

"Everybody had a bad game,
After successfully killing the
penalty, the Rivermen appeared and it seemed like, for reasons undazed on the ice. Blind passes and known, no one came to play
fruitless clearing efforts plagued all hockey," team captain Neal
of Head Coach Wayne Ghoulson's , Diepenbrock said.
Mackie continued his powerlines. Finally, with 1:15 left in the

The UM-St. Louis
Rivermen Hockey Club
was in action Friday night,
slapping shots at Mizzou' s
goalie from 10:30 (0 midnight. Unfortunately , the
puck ended up in the net
only once.
Starting in goal for the
Rivermen was Ian Mackie,
who saved 29 of the 31
shots he faced.
The first period was
rather uneventful, to say
the least. Despite the fact
that Mizzou made the
trip with less than a full
roster df skaters (7), the
Tigers again held their
own against the Rivermen.
"In summary, the play
was as pathetic as the
YMCA song played over
the loud-speakers," backup goalie Chris Perkins
said.
With 6:23 to go in
first, defenseman Glenn
Photo: Ken Dunkin
LeCour made some
moves and got the crowd
Goalie Ian Mackie extends his glove to catch an Incoming puck.
involved .
LeCour
Mackie saved 29 ofthe 31 shots fired against him In the Mlzzou game.
slammed a Mizzou
winger into the boards,
skated from net to net with the first, forward Craig Herwick skated house streak with stupendous shots
stolen puck, and tee-d up but shot across the blue line and got the rifled at him, notably a save at 9: 56
just wide.
team positioned in Mizzou's zone. that could have very well snuck by
With 5:58 left in the first, Chad After weaving around the defense, most other net-minders.
"Styles" Stallings ran the Mizzou's Herwick let one go on his back"Ian played well, best out of
goalie. His actions caused the Riv- hand looking for mom's cookie jar, anybody tonight," Diepenbrock
ermen to skate short-handed for two but the puck missed the top shelf by said.
minutes.
The Rivcrmen then gained a 5inches.

COME WATCH HOCKEY
AND GET PAID FOR IT.

Is A Job On Your'
Christmas List?

FREE Preilltlncy Jests. Immediate results. Contpletely confidential. CaO or walk in.

Saint louis Office
950 Francis Place. Suite 317
(at Clayton Road and Brentwood Blvd)
(314) 725·3150

HEALTHY NON SMOKING MALES
AGES 18-45

If so,
Shop at

You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic
drugs obtain FDA approval. Gateway Medical
Research, Inc. has been conducting research for
pharmaceutical companies for years, and thousands
of people have participated. To find out how fun and
easy it can be to earn $$$, call (314) 946-2110
anytime.

FLIGHT

shut out," Hom said.
'With under one minute to go,
Ghoulson pulled Mackie for 6-on-5
skater advantage, but the Rivermen
would celebrate no more goals,
The Rivermen's lines were not
working, they produced few
chances, and lack of defense took
their tOil. Next to Poole's goal and
the performance of Mackie, the most
exciting moment was when "Rock
and Roll All Night" by Kiss was
played.

The Current will return to the newstands Jan. 16,1996

Earn $300-$1000 in your spare time!

Gateway Medical Research
116 N. Main Street
St. Charles, MO 63301

LeCour made contact with the two
as they battled, which earned him a
third-man-in major. He was ejected
from the game.
The Ri vermen refused to be shut
out though, and with a mere 2: 14
left in the game, scored. A wraparound attempt by Horn fed winger
Barclay Poole for the shot and the
goal. Finally the crowd could cheer,
but it was a little too late.
"The game isn't over 'till I hear
that final buzzer. We refused to get

Career Services
308 Woods Hall ··516-5111
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by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff

" The UM-St. Louis Rivero; -"women basketball team has high
~ hopes this season. The team is
made up of eight freshman and
three upper classmen.
... The players hope to improve
on last season's 7-19 record. Here
, is a player-by-player look at the
~eam:

Guards _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'*

DJ. Martin-Martin brings
.back 11.7 points and 7 rebounds
~.per game. Head Coach Jim Coen
is counting on Martin to be a calming infl uence on her inexperienced

r

Riverwomen basketball

teammates.
bury brings experience to the
"DJ. just finds a way to get backcourt, coming to UM-St.
things done and does what she has Louis from State Fair Comunity
to do," Coen said.
College.
Nicole Chrisr--Christ is the
"Deena will be important to us
only other returning player this becalise she knows what college
season. Last year she averaged ball is like," Coen said. "She is
11.5 points. 5.8 rebounds, and was very intelligent, and a good out,named MIAA Honorable Men- side shooter."
tion.
Charlee Dixon-Dixon is a
Alisha Marzette-A Ladue 5'1" guard from Breese Mater Dei.
product, Marzette made second She missed most of the preseason
team all-conference her junior year due to a bad back, but is expected
and first team all-conference her to make things happen at the point
senior. Marzette shoots well and guard slot.
might help in the outside scoring
"Charlee is very quick and
department. Marzette plays guard pushes the ball well in transiand plans to major in business tion," Coen said.
administration.
"But She needs to learn difDeniseApplebury-Apple- ferent skills to overcome her
size."
Michelle Hogan-Hogan is
another of eight freshman.
Hogan adds depth at guard with
speed and great decision making.
"Michelle has a good head on
her shoulders, and grasped what
what we ant to do on offense
quickly," Coen said.
Forwards-------

Sarrah Carrier-Carrier is a
freshman frOID St. Paul, Minn.
"Sarrah may be the most
sound freshman we have overall," Coen said. "She has good
moves around the basket, yet can
go outside and shoot the three."
Denise Simon--Simon graduated from Duchesne High, the
same school Christ did. Last year
she played in the AAU Nationals in Ft. Fortworth, Texas .
"Denise does many things well.
She canjump, rebound, is fast and
runs the floor well. A tremendous
rebounder, she sees the ball and
simply goes after it," Coen said .
TamekaLong-A 6-footfreshman from Jennings High School.

~
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D.J. Martin stretches for a loose ball against the 'bonners.
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Freshman Guard Charlee Dixon dives for the ball. Dixon earned 12 points In the victory over
Fontbonne in a game last week.

Krystal Logan-Logan lettered in volleyball and track at
Nashville High in Ashley Ill. She
averaged 10.3 point and seven rebounds per game.
"Krystal is an extremely hard
worker. She runs the court well
for a six-footer," Coen said. "We
need her to be more aggressive on
the boards, and increase her shoot-

.

ing range."
Center - - - - - - - -

Becky Pawlak-A 6-foot-one
freshman center Pawlak. averaged
15 points pergamehersenioryear.
A great jumper with quick hands,
Pawlak. started two years at Northwest High and was a honorable

mention All-Conference selection
in 1993 .
"Becky is very versatile
around the basket," Coen said.
"She has a nice jump hook, and
can also step outside to shoot the
jumper."
If Pawlak is not at center, be on
the look for Coen to implement
Logan or Simon in the middle.

WOlDen's Basketball Schedule
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Pollack to host arts and
culture show on KWMU
by Scott Lamar
of The Current S1att
JoePolli£k, who has wOIkedin virtu-

ally every facet of media in StLouis, will
host an arts and culture nilio program on

specifi:ally when "Angels in America"
comes 10 the Fox Theat.cr.
In additioo, a weekly arts and culture
newscast including a calender of urroming events will be aired, 1vfanelli said
Po11xk has sp;:nt 40 years covering

he wOOced for 10 years as the public
relations director for the StLouis CardiDal football te2m. For the following tv.'o
years, Polla<;k announced Cardinal football games for IO.10X radio.

Pollack then madea transition from
covering sports
on the radio to
doing movie and
theater reviews.
"C~wi1hJoe
Pollxk." The halfAlthough football and theater
hour rrogram will
air Sunday mornappear to be on
jngs at 9 am and
opposite ends of
the entertainment
:run fa: 26 weeks.
spectrum, PolDuring the
lack said that reshow, Po11xk will
porting on them
,:talk with actors,
involves the same
:writers and other
type of criticisms.
:mernbers in the 10"They are a
:cal art and enterlot more alike
;tainment scene.
than you would
"Hop::fully, it
think," he said.
will rea show with
"They
both peralotofvariety," said
Photo
courtesy
of
KWMU
90.7
form
in
public.
Mark Manelli, the
Joe
Pollack,
fonner
St.
Louis
Post
Dispatch
You could say
program's procollumnlst, joins KWMU for a Sunday arts show.
that an athlete
ducer. 'Wearenot
dropped a pass or
going to 100 tightly
define what is and i51ft arts ana culture. fl11S and entertainment in the Stlouis that an actor blew a line."
F<Y a brief stint, Pollack did reviews
ttgion. After gradllating from the JOt.rrIt's flexible."
The first program (Dec. 3) dealt with nalism School at the University of Nils- on Channel 4 and 5. In addition, he wrote
funding for the arts. Pollack said ~ sec- souri-Columbia in 1952, he worl<ed for arts and eotertainmentreviewsin the Postond program would focus on books. In the Globe-Democrat as a SJX)ItS writer Dispatch for over 20 years.
two weeks, Pollxk will dixuss theater covering Cardinal f(X){ba]l games. Next,
Po11xk is no stranger to KWMU
KWMU.
The weekly
show is titled,

either. Last year, he did a Friday morning
"Talk of St Louis" interview and call-in

show.
'Tve always liked m:lio a lot," Polla::k said "When the oppJrtunity 10 do
CitySCape arose, I thought that 1'd like to
keep working a little biL"
OJt of all ofPollack' s experiences in
the media, he said that his columns advocating theater in St Louis are his mast
gratifying works.

''Thmismore theaternow than when
I first started writing about it," Pollack
said. '1 hope that my encourngement
helped a few people get involved in the
theater." He said that the radio show is
anotherway that he cankeep local slJW)rt
f<Y theater growing.
:Manelli said that in the future, he
would like todoa show 011 the Forest Park
Master Plan because of the potential opJX)I1llI1ities that exist in it for theater.
"I think. that we desperately need a
p::rfonning arts building in this city,"
Pollid said. '1 would like to see a theater
built as part of the Art Museum expansian."
Manelli said that Pollack's experience is extremely advantageous to the
program.
"I think that Joe not only brings a
'recognizable name but a recognizable
voice," Manelli said. ''His knowledge of
the arts scene and the contacts that he has
established are invaluable."

new

POLICY
from Page 1

Nicholas Chase

join UM-St Louis and Columbia in
wri ting their own non-discrim inatory
policy. He feels that instead of dealing with the opposition from the Rolla
campus, Russell simply eliminated
the policy for the entire UM-System.
"This is a ridiculous excuse,"
Chase said. He cited the fact that city
ordinances are in place in both St.
Louis and Columbia to punish this
kind of discrimination. "Institutions
of higher learning are supposed to be
at the forefront of protecting student
rights."
For the past several weeks, SGA
has been devising a plan to unite with

the LGBSC to fight what they feel
was an unfair decision. At the last
SGAmeeting, members made a resolution to form an "Equal Opportunity
Committee" to explore methods of
changing the policy.
"We are going to approach this
issue with an open hand," SGA Vice
President Clint Zwiefel said. "But, if
it's necessary, we will close our fists
and be up for a fi ght"
Members of the newly formed
SGA committee hope to meet weekly
with the LGBSC during the semester
break. They do not expect their fight
to be an easy one.

"We are going to encounter some
very strong resistance," SGA president
Beth Titlow said at the last SGA meeting. ''This is not a one man battle."
Because the decision was made
by central administration and not UMS1. Louis directly, that commitee is
making plans to reach the top.
"Since this decision came directly
from the president, we don't really
have any direct recourse," Chase said.
"We hope to gain the support of the
other campuses through their .SGAs.
We want to make this issue as public
as possible so George Russell can't
ignore us."
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ATTLE ·OF
.by Susan Benton
of The Current staff

Ally Crow and Jason Peery put
on the Battle of the Minds.

•

The best and the brightest of
UM-St. Louis' students were in attendance on Saturday, Dec. 2, 1995
_at Pierre Laclede Honors College
for the annual College Bowl Tournament. Seven teams of four too!c
part in the national competition. The
winners received a plaque and certificates for their efforts.
Sigma Pi fraternity swept the
competition, beating One of the four
participating Honors College teams
with the final score of 275 to 20.
Members of the Sigma Pi team included John Brocato, Dan Hayse,
George Villhard and, captain, Tom
O'Keefe.
The Current and four students,
who referred to themselves as
AOSA, also took part in the tournament.
Aily Crow, University Program
Board (UPB) member, organized

this year's tournament.
"It's pretty easy to run," said
Crow. ''I'm really pleased with
the participation. I went into it
not knowing what to expect. The
response of the participants has
been great."
Crow said, given the opportunity, she would run the program again next year. She said
she would also do things a little
differen tl y .
"I sent memos and registration forms to all of the campus
organizations," she said. "Next
. year I'd like to get more people
involved. I'd also like to do more
for the participants as far as 'livening' [the event) up."
Fred Fausz, Dean of the Honors College, agreed.
"There needs to be more publicity," said Fausz. 'This is a
great event and it's a lot of fun.
We need more student involvement in these types of activities."

Fausz stated that friendly rivalries develop, and every year
many of the students look forward to the competition.
"We have Sigma Pi who always makes a strong showing,"
Fausz said. "We fielded four
Honors College teams last year
and four again this year. We
have our brightest students representing the University. Why
shouldn't there be a team representing every organization on
campus?"
Fausz suggested that many
students may feel intimidated by
the concep't of more groups from
more schools participating. Currently 36-40 schools participate
in the Bowl nationally.
The questions, which range
in topics from chemistry to pop
culture, are generated by the
National College Bowl Association and are sent to the participating universities via the tourna-

Sigma PI proved all fraternity boys
aren't dumb by winni ng College Bowl.
'0

ment directors.
"You never know what you're
going to get with [the Bowl],"
Fausz said. "One question will be

exceptionally easy - common
know ledge - and the next one will
be a really tough trivia question.
That's the great thing about it."

Desmond Lee Donates Second Profe sorship

by Blll ingoidsby
of The Current staff
For the second time, E. Desmond Lee has
do nated $550,000 to endow a professorship
at UM-St. Louis. The University's Regional
Institute for Science Education has received
both grants. Science, literacy, and technology are the primary goals sought by the E.
Desmond Lee and Family Foundation . .
" Kids need to learn about science." Lee
said. "Most of the things I've done are in
education. The RISE (Regional Institute for
Science Education) and the In-STEP (In ServicesI - Science Teacher
Enhancement Pro.
gram) are my key visions. This uses science
as a media to help kids from disadvantaged
areas grow. "
Much lime, effort and money are being
funnel1ed into programs that target children
in the inner-city. Students in Kindergarten
through the 8th grade are the focus of the
RISE and In-STEP Programs.
"Ch.ildren in these programs are dedi-

cated to achieving success." Lee said. "The ond level of Chancellor Touhill's vision to
whole future of our community is our youth. materialize. What she has established is the.
Regional Institute of Science Education."
Everyone in the class has found a job."
A professorship begins when a benefacLee's journey into philanthropy began
tor donates $550,000 to a university, the state after he sold the Lee-Rowan Company,
then matches this donation with an equal manufacturers of closet organizers with beamount. By donating two professorships, UM- tween 600 and 700 employees. Lee knew
St. Louis has actually received $2.2 million ,every employee by name. He even helped
from Lee's efforts.
out employees with their personal probLee had good things to say about Chan- lems.
" He really wants to help people,"
cellor Blanche Touhill and Vice Chancellor
Granger said. "People really fascinate him.
of University Relations Kathy Osborn .
"They're very warm and sincere. But this His strength is in.his humanity."
Lee began his philanthropy with a donatime it really means something." Lee said.
"They really want to help in the science and tion of $2.5 million to the St. Louis Zoo.
. Donating money to worthy causes has betechnical areas."
These programs are aimed at teachers as come his primary concern. The Zoo, Bowell as students . Charles Granger, UM-St. tanical Garden, a'hd the St. Louis Symphony
Louis biology professor, is heading up these have all been helped by Lee.
Currently the In-STEP and R ISE Proprograms.
"We're shooting to retrain 800 teachers in grams are being instituted in Wellston and
areas of econo~ics. Eventually we'll have Richmond Heights school districts. The pro. over 8,000 ki ds involved." Granger said . . gram will gradually be expanded to encom "Lee's contributions have allowed the sec- pass the entire St. Louis metropolitan area.

Photo: Mo nica Senecal

Charles Granger, E. Desmond Lee and Ronald
Stodglll spoke with Wellston students and teachers.

Macintosh Performci 631CD

8MB RAM/500MB hard drive, CD-Ro.M drive,
14.4 modem, keyboard, mouse

]4' color monitor,

and all the software you're likely to need

Looking for a great deal on a computer and a printer can be a whole lot easier
than finding a roommate. Because right now, when you purchase a Macintosh' Performa"
from the 630 series and an Apple· printer, you'll get $150 back. Just think about it. You

can get your work done faster, itwill iook great andyou can receive an e.xtra $150 at the
same time. So take a moment to look into the power that can keep
1 ."
you ahead. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your bese

AppIe .

For further information visit the Computer Store
Located in the University Center Lobby or call 516-6054
Hours: Mon-Thur: 10-6
f'tm;JJose any Apple MaciTllasiJ Iffjorma 630 series or 640CD DOS·a;mpalible computer along witb arr}' APple{lrlnter alld,.ceive a $150 mail-in ,./xIw. Offer ,·~Iid /hrougb january 15, 1996. uU/esupplies ~ and stdJjecJ 10 m.nlabif.il}'. Ij}UU bal.", an}' questions a/xlullbe "PerJorma
+ Printer =ftI}'badl" ojJer. ple= coO 800-950-6354 or see slDmJor p romplele list oj dttoils. ©1995 Apple CompuJer. Inc. Ail ngbls resm;ed. Apple. lbe Apple wga, Maemlash, A:rjorma. SlyleW'riIer and 'The fJOW6r 10 be J""T best 1m rr:g<r/eredlrademarlzs ojApple CompuieT; Ir.c..
PowerPC ~ a trademark oj InIemalionaiBusinessMadtinesCorpora/ion. used under license !hereJrom. CardSbop PI", isa regislemllrademarkoJMmdscape. All Macmlosb (X)fI'p=a redesrgnedlo be aa;esWie 10 mdtt'it/uals 1U1lh dlSlJbtlil}'. 1b learn more (U.s. oIlM, ca,/
1300-60().780S or 'TTY 800·7 5 5 - 0 6 ( ) / . ·
.

Personal LaserWriter' 300

70ner cartridge and cables induded.

Turn Your Textbooks Into CASH!
TWO LOCATIONS!

............................ ••........................................................•..•..........
~

NORTH · AMPUS

SOUTH CAMPUS

University Bookstore The University Mart
Mon.-Thurs. Dec. 11-14,
7:30 am. . 7:30 pm
Fri. Dec. 15, 7:30 am-5 pm
Mon. Dec. 18, 7:30am-7:30 pm
Tues. Dec. 19,8:00 am-3:00 pm

Mon.-Thurs. Dec. 11-14,
10:00 am-7:00 pm
Fri. Dec. 15, 10:00 am-5:00 pm
Mon. Dec. 18,10:00 am-7:00 pm

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••• • •••••• ,
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We will pay up to 50% of the book price providing the textbook: .
A. Will be required for next term
B. Is needed to fill. next term's enrollment
C. Is in reusable condition
Example:
You paid $46.00 for a textbook ...
We will pay $23.00 or 500/0
.
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• For books having national demand, the Bookstore will pay
150/0 to 40% of the new book price.
• Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler who recycles
them to other colleges and universities where they are needed.
Old editions have no national value.
•

OUR GOAL IS TO BUY BACK AS MANY OF YOUR BOOKS
AT 50% AS POSSIBLE.
• Recycling your books is good for the environment and lowers the
price of textbooks.
• Books with writing or highlighting may have value.
.'
• The book prices are determined by the authors and publishers.
• Wholesale prices are based on national supply and demand; '
• Copies in poor condition will be deduc"t,ed appropriately.
• Old editions have no value and cannot be purchased.

Phone: 516-5766

f

